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Abstract: We studied nonimpulsive orbital transfers under thrust errors

through algebraic analysis method. We analyzed the relationship among final semi-major axis and mean deviations in the thrust vector. The nonlinear
(near parabolic) relations were found, confirming the Monte-Carlo simulations
realized in the numerical phase this investigation. These results suggest and
partially characterize the progressive deformation of the final semi-major axis
along the propulsive arc, turning 3sigma ellipsoids into banana shaped volumes curved to the center of attraction (we call them “bananoids”) due to
the loss of optimality of the actual (with errors) trajectories with respect to
the nominal (no errors) trajectory.
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1 Introduction
According to Marec [1], the orbital transfer of a space vehicle under the gravitational
attraction of a celestial body is one of the classical and important problems of Astronautics. Since the early decades of XX century, many researchers dedicated much attention
and interest to this problem. Ideally, we can say that, to transfer a space vehicle from one
orbit to other consists of changing its initial state, defined by its position, velocity and
mass (r~0 , v~0 , m0 )in a certain initial instant t0 , to another state, defined by its respective
state variables (r~f , v~f , mf )in a final instant tf > t0 . When the transfer is done aiming to
minimize the fuel spent, we define the “Fundamental Problem of Astronautics”, that is,
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